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Abstract

We present two techniques of reasoning about diag-
nosis. The first uses relational databases to represent
the I/O relations of a component, and then uses SQL
queries to represent the behavior of a system. The
second technique uses constraint logic programming
to detect faults. Our diagnosis algorithms exploit the
inference capabilities entailed in these relational and
constraint languages.

Introduction
A common approach to model-based diagnosis is the
language of propositional logic (de Kleer, Mackworth,

Reiter 1992) and the reasoning machinery of the
ATMS (de Kleer 1986). We have shown in previous
work how this logical representation can be mapped
to a constraint network representation and that the
model-based diagnosis task is equivalent to an opti-
mization task in constraint networks (El Fattah 
Dechter 1992; 1995). The advantage of our problem
formulation is that all algorithms and heuristics de-
veloped within the constraint network framework can
be exploited. In particular, when a constraint network
is acyclic, an algorithm exists for finding an optimal
solution in linear time (Dechter ~ Dechter 1988). Tai-
loring that algorithm to diagnosis results in an algo-
rithm called structure-based abduction (SAB) (El Fat-
tah & Dechter 1992). If the structure of the network
corresponding to the model is cyclic then tree clus-
tering (Dechter & Pearl 1989) may be performed 
the network in a pre-processing phase prior to diag-
nosis using SAB (El Fattah & Dechter 1995). We in-
vestigated in (El Fattah ~c Dechter 1996) the appli-
cability of structure-based reasoning, based on cutset
conditioning, tree clustering and their hybrids, to a
set of benchmark circuits with thousands of compo-
nents. Our study shows that processing different parts
of a problem may require different methods. That
is, portions of a problem may be solved efficiently by
tree-clustering or any other structure-exploiting algo-
rithm, while the rest of the problem can be solved by
other (not necessarily structure-based) means. Thus
our work may serve as an initial step toward determin-

ing when and how to combine multimodal reasoning
methods to model-based diagnosis.

In this note we present two multimodal approaches
to diagnosis. The first approach uses relational
databases to represent a circuit and uses SQL to ex-
press the elimination steps in the algorithm SAB. The
contribution of our database approach is the formula-
tion of the consistency and the minimization inferences
in SAB as SQL queries. Our formulation improves
the naturalness of expressing those inferences and may
contribute to run-time efficiency. The second approach
uses constraint logic programming to derive the parity
relations for detecting single sensor and actuator faults
in discrete-time control systems. Our contribution con-
sists in formulating the task of computing the parity
relations as a simplification and elimination task on a
set of redundant linear arithmetic constraints that can
be stated declaratively in CLP(R). The two approaches
we describe in this paper have been implemented; the
database approach in Microsoft Access and the CLP
approach in Sicstus Prolog.

Diagnosis Using Relational Databases
We describe a database approach to model-based dig-
nosis applied to tree-structured circuits, such as the
circuit in Figure 1-a. The approach uses a relational
database to represent the input output relations of cir-
cuit components, and then uses SQL queries to repre-
sent the behavior of the circuit.
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Figure 1: A circuit and its join tree

Following (de Kleer, Mackworth, & Reiter 1992) 
define model-based diagnosis in terms of a triple (SD,
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COMPS, OBS). The system description, SD, is a
set of first-order sentences. The system components,
COMPS, is a finite set of constants. A set of obser-
vations, OBS, is a set of first-order sentences.

We represent SD by a relational database {rl, r2,
¯ .., rm} over a database scheme {R1,R2,...,R,n}.
Each relation ri describes the input output behavior
of a component i E COMPS and each R/consists of a
subset of the system variables X = {X1,..., X,~} and
an assumption variable Ai that indicates the behav-
ioral mode of the component. The observations OBS
translates to forcing value assignments for the corre-
sponding variables. The domains of all variables are
assumed to be finite. The domain of an assumption
variable contains the ok value for normal operation, as
well as one or more fault modes such as the output is
stuck at zero or stuck at one. For example, the relation
for an AND gate with inputs V1, V2 and output V3 can
be represented as shown in Table 1. The assumption
value, sa0, in the table means stuck at zero (output is
always F), and sal stuck at one (output is always T).

Table 1: Relational table for gate, Andl, of Figure 1.

# V1 V2 V3 assum cost
1 F F F ok 0
2 F T F ok 0
3 T F F ok 0
4 T T T ok 0
5 F F F sa0 1
6 F T F sa0 1
7 T F F sa0 1
8 T T F sa0 1
9 F F T sal 1

10 F T T sal 1
11 T F T sal 1
12 T T T sal 1

We also assign for the assumption variable Ai of each
component i a cost function cl. If the assumption is
ok we assign the cost 0 and for the other values cor-
responding to fault modes we assign a positive integer
representing (in order of magnitude probability) the re-
liability of various fault modes: the smaller the integer,
the more reliable the component.

Given a circuit description and a set of observa-
tions, the diagnosis task is to construct an explanation,
namely, an assumption tuple (A1 = al,..., Am = am)
that can be extended to a solution (X1 = xl, ¯.., Xn 
x,,A1 = al,...,Am = am) consistent with the obser-
vations. The cost of an explanation is the sum of the
costs associated with the assumption variables. That
is,

C({AI=al,...,A,~=am})= ~ c(Aj =aj). (1)
AjEA

If a circuit is a tree then its database scheme is

acyclic and the diagnosis task can be computed in lin-
ear time using algorithm SAB (El Fattah & Dechter
1995) shown in Figure 2.

Algorithm SAB
Input: A join-tree T having variables X =
{X1,...,Zn}, assumption variables A = {A1,..., Am},
a cost function c, and relations {rl,..., rm} defined on
R~={A~}uS~,andStcX(j=l .... ,m).
Output: One (or all) minimum cost solution(s).

1. (Bottom-up) Compute weights: If Rj is a leaf in 
then for each tuple t E rj we define the weight mapping
w(t) = c(tAj). If Rj is a parent in T, then for each
tuple t E rj we define the weight mapping

w(t) = c(tAj)+ min w(s
S E ri [ sRinRj : tRinRji: child(j)

2. (Top-Bottom) Generate minimum-cost solution(s)
by following the pointers of a minimum-weight tuple
from the root to leaves.

Figure 2: Algorithm SAB (El Fattah & Dechter 1995).

We now describe a database version of SAB that
takes advantage of the structured query language SQL
to perform the inference: (1) computing the join 
relational tables to calculate the weights, and (2) com-
puting the assumptions with minimal weights.

To illustrate our database approach, we consider the
circuit in Fig. l-a, having three components: two and
gates: AND1, AND2, connected to an or gate, OR1.
The database scheme R = {V1V2V3, V4VbV6, VbV6VT}

has a join tree as shown in Fig. 1-b. We consider the
case where all inputs are F. The weight query for the
AND1 node, called qrAndlWeight is stated in SQL
as:

SELECT V1, V2, V3, assum, cost AS Weight
FROM Andl
WHERE ((VI="F") AND (V2="F"));

The query returns all tuples consistsent with the obser-
vation and the weight for each tuple. Since the node is
a leaf in the join tree the weight of a tuple is identical
to its cost. The result of the query is as follows:

V1 V2 V3 assum Weight
F F F ok 0
F F F sa0 1
F F T sal 1

The minimization step for AND1 consists in computing
the minimum weight for each value of V3. The query,
called qrAndlMinWeight is as follows:

SELECT V3, Min(Weight) AS MinOfWeight
FROM qrAndlWeight
GROUP BY V3;

The query returns:
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V3 MinOfWeight
F 0
T 1

This means that the minimum weight is 0 if V3 = F
and 1 if V3 = T. The diagnostic query for AND1, called
qrAndlDx, returns the minimum cost assumption as
a function of the output V3. The query is stated as
follows:

SELECT qrAndlWeight.V3, assum
FROM qrAndlMinWeight, qrAndlWeight
WHERE

qrAnd 1MinWeight.V3 =
qrAndlWeight.V3 AND

qrAnd 1MinWeight.MinOfWeight =
qrAn d 1 Weight. Weight;

The query returns:

i
The table says that the minimal diagnosis for AND1 is
ok if 113 = F and stuck at 1 if V3 = T. The queries for
the AND2 gate are similar to those shown for AND1.

Computing the weights of the root node OR1 is done
by computing the join of its table with those of its
children keeping only tuples with minimal weight. The
query called qrOrlWeight is stated in SQL as follows:

SELECT Orl.V3, Orl.V6, Orl.V7, Orl.assum,
[Or 1]![cost] + M in ([qrA n d lWeight]![Weight] 

[qrAnd2Weight]![Weight]) AS Weight
FROM Orl, qrAndlWeight, qrAnd2Weight
WHERE

qrAndlWeight.V3 = Orl.V3 AND
qrAnd2Weight.V6 = Orl.V6

GROUP BY Orl.V3, Orl.V6, Orl.V7,
Orl.assum, Orl.cost;

The query returns:

V3 V6 V7 assum Weight
F F F ok 0
F F F sa0 1
F F T sal 1
F T F sa0 2
F T T ok 1
F T T sal 2
T F F sa0 2
T F T ok 1
T F T sal 2
T T F sa0 3
T T T ok 2
T T T sal 3

The table enumerates the minimum cost solution for
all input/output instantiations of Ol~l. For example
if the inputs and output are all F the minimum cost
solution has zero weight; this is so since assuming all
components to be ok is consistent with the observed
inputs of the circuit. The minimizing query for OR1
is:

SELECT V7, Min(Weight) AS MinOfWeight
FROM qrOrlWeight
GROUP BY V7;

The query returns:

V7 MinOfWeight
F 0
T 1

The results mean that the cost of the minimal solution
is 0 if V7 is F and 1 if T. The diagnostic query for OR1
is:

SELECT qrOrlWeight.V7, qrOrlWeight.assum,
qrAnd2Dx.assum, qrAndlDx.assum

FROM qrOrlWeight, qrOrlMinWeight,
qrAndlDx, qrAnd2Dx

WHERE
qrOrlWeight.Weight =

qrOr 1MinWeight.MinOfWeight AND
qrOrlWeight.V7 = qrOrlMinWeight.V7 AND
qrOrlWeight.V3 = qrAndlDx.V3 AND
qrOrlWeight.V6 = qrAnd2Dx.V6;

Evaluating the diagnostic query for OR1 we obtain:

V7 qrOrlWeight qrAndlDx qrAnd2Dx
assum assum assum

F ok ok ok
T sal ok ok
T ok sal ok
T ok ok sal

The table gives the minimal diagnosis for each value of
VT. If V~ = F then the diagnosis is that all components
are ok. If V7 = T then there are 3 diagnoses each
corresponding to one component being stuck at 1 and
the remaining components being ok.

Diagnosis using Constraint Logic
Programming

A common engineering approach for fault detection
and identification (FDI) is based on the parity space
method (Willsky 1976; Chow & Willsky 1984; Mas-
soumnia & Velde 1988; Ragot & Maquin 1994). The
approach applies to discrete-time control systems rep-
resented by linear difference equations. The method
uses a model of the dynamics of the controlled system
to generate a residual function of the temporal history
of the actuator commands and sensor outputs which
has the property of being small when the system is
operating normally.

Parity Relations

In this section, we first outline a procedural approach
to the problem of computing parity relations for dis-
crete linear time-invariant (LTI) multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) systems. Then, we give a declarative
approach to the problem based on the language of con-
straints.



Procedural Approach Consider the LTI MIMO
system:

x(t + l) = A x(t) + B (2)
y(t) = C x(t) + D (3)

where t denotes the time epoch (0, 1, 2,...), A, B, C, 
are constant matrices of proper dimensions¯ x(t) 
Rn, u(t) E m, y(t) E I denote respectively thestate,
input, and output tuples (vectors) at epoch t. The di-
mension n of the state vector is the system order. Each
i-th component (1 < i < m) of the input u is associ-
ated with a distinct actuator, and each j-th component
(1 _< j < l) of the output y is associated with a dis-
tinct sensor. Let U(t, k), Y(t, k) denote the input and
output sequences at t of duration k:

U(t,k) = (u(t),u(t-1),...,u(t-k)) (4)

Y(t,k) = (y(t),y(t- 1),...,y(t- k)) (5)

Based on eq. 2, the state at t can be expressed as a
function of the state at t - k and the input sequence
at t- 1 of duration k- 1 (k _> 1),

x(t) = k x(t - k)[B] k U(t - 1,k- 1)(6)

where,

[B]k=(B AB A~B ... Ak-tB) (7)

Based on eqs. 3, 6 the observation sequence Y(t, k) can
be expressed as a function of the state at t - k and the
input sequence U(t, k), as follows:

Y(t, k) = [C]k x(t - k) [D]k U(t, k) (8)

where,
/ CAk
I CAk- 1

= ]CA.k- 2
[C]k ~ CA

an d,

[D]k =I
D CB CAB CA2B ...

CAi-tBi

0 D CB CAB ... CAk-2B
0 0 D CB ... CA -3B

....
0 0 0 ... D
0 0 0 ... 0

The Cayley-Hamilton theorem (Callier & Desoer 1991)
implies that the n-th power of the n x n matrix, A, is a
linear combination of I, A, As, ..., An-1. This means
that equation 8 for the duration k = n admits at least
one redundancy equation:

[G], Y(t, n)= [H]n U(t, n) (9)

corresponding to a linear relation, called parity, on the
input-output sequence: U(t, n), Y(t, n). EQ. 9 can be
obtained from eqn. 8 for k = n by performing the Gaus-
sian elimination procedure on [C]~ (Kremer 1987).

Constraint language Formulation In this sec-
tion, we reformulate in the language of constraints the
problem of computing parity relations for linear sys-
tems. We represent the system equations by two pred-
icates:

one_transition(u(t), x(t), x(t 1) (10)
obs(x(t), u(t), (11)

The predicate one_transition specifies the constraint
relation between the state and control tuples at any
given epoch t and the state tuple at the consecutive
epoch t + 1. The predicate obs specifies the constraint
between the state, control, and observation tuples at
any given epoch t. Let

ok-sequence(k, U (t, k), x(t - k ), x(t), Y(t, 

be a predicate characterizing the system behavior at
time t for a k-time window. The behavior is described
by the input output sequence pair: (U(t, k), Y(t, 
and the states, x(t - k),x(t), at the beginning and
end of the time window, ok_sequence can be defined
recursively as follows:

ok_~equence(O, u(t), x(t), x(t), y(t)) 

obs(t, x(t), u(t), y(t) ). (12)
ok_sequence(k, U(t, k), x(t k), x( t), Y(t, k) ) ~-

ok-sequenee(k - 1, U(t - 1, k 1), x(t - k)

x(t - 1), Y(t - 1, k - 1)) 
one_transition(u(t -- 1), x(t -- 1), x(t)) 

obs( (t), u(t), y(t)) 
U(t, k) = U(t - 1, k 1)t_Ju(t)
Y(t, k) = Y(t - 1, k 1)ID y(t ).    (13)

Given an order n system, by the
Cayley-Hamilton theorem the constraint relation en-
tailed by ok-sequence(n, U(t, n), x(t - n), x(t), Y(t, n))
includes redundant constraints allowing the elimina-
tion of z(t - n),z(t). Parity relations are those 
lations between input and output sequences that are
valid for all system states. Parity relations are ob-
tained by projecting ok-sequence for the duration n
onto the input output pair: (U(t, n), Y(t, n)), i.e. elim-
inating the state variables at the end points x(t - n),

Parity relations may be specialized to single sensor
and actuator. The parity relation for a sensor i (=
1 .... , l) is an equation:

fi(yi(t),..., yi(t n); u(t),..., u( - n) ) = 0 (1

where fi, is a linear function on the sensor variable Yi
and the actuator tuple at time points between t and
t-n, where n is the system order. Similarly, the parity
relation for a single actuator j (= 1,..., m) is given 
a linear function gj on the actuator variable uj and the
sensor tuple y at time points between t and t - n:

gj(ui(t),...,yi(t-n);y(t),...,y(t-n))=O (15)
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We implemented our approach in CLP(R) (El Fattah
1993) as a constraint solver that takes system state and
output equations 2, 3 and outputs parity equations for
single sensors and actuators.

Chow and Willsky (Chow & Willsky 1984) define
the order of a parity relation to be the "memory span"
of that relation, and call the relation direct for order
zero and temporal for order one or greater. Our CLP
approach is capable of producing both direct and tem-
poral parity relations. Our CLP approach produces
temporal parity relations in the form of a constraint
on the input output sequence pair. Although the se-
quence is of length n (the system order), the constraint
may specify a parity relation of an order less than n.
The parity relations produced by our approach are of
minimal order. See the example in the next section.

Failure Detection and Identification
We present a parity-based algorithm for failure detec-
tion and identification of single sensor and actuator
faults. Our approach is based on the idea of a voting
scheme. The intuition behind the scheme is that when
a sensor or an actuator fails, all the parity relations in-
volving it will be violated, while those excluding it will
still hold. For example, if sensor i fails then the par-
ity function fi for that sensor will deviate from 0 and
all, or at least most of the actuator parity functions gj
will also deviate from 0. The voting scheme would de-
cide that one sensor had failed rather than that most
of the actuators had simultaneously failed. Figure 3
states our parity-fdi procedure. The procedure com-
putes the sensosrs’ and actuators’ parity functions in a
pre-processing phase prior to diagnosis. At each time
t, the algorithm evaluates all parity functions. If the
parity magnitude exceeds a threshold e then the value
is included in the set S for the sensors and in the set
A for the actuators. If both sets are empty then no
fault is detected. If the algorithm detects a fault then
the algorithm identifies the fault as follows. It selects
a sensor fault if the number of parity deviations for the
actuators exceeds those for the sensors, i.e., [S[ < JAr,
and an actuator fault otherwise. The algorithm iden-
tifies the failing sensor (actuator) to be the one cor-
responding to the largest parity deviation in S (A).
We include the threshold e to enhance the algorithm
robusstness by accounting for possible modeling errors.
Also, our algorithm relaxes the requirement that ex-
actly one sensor (actuator) parity deviation will occur
if a sensor (actuator) fails.

Example

We describe the results of applying our parity-fdi al-
gorithm to a control system example (Massoumnia 
Velde 1988) with the following state and output equa-
tions:

¯ 1(t+1) = Ul(0
~2(t + 1) = 2 ~2(t) + u2(t)

Algorithm parity-FDI
Input: A Linear system of order n; observed input-
output sequence for time t = 0, 1, 2,...; a threshold e > 0.
Output-" Single sensor or actuator fault.
Preprocessing: Compute parity functions: fi for each
sensor i; and gj for each actuator j.
Initialize:t ~ 0

Do While t>n
S = {If, l llf, I > ~}
A= {IgJallg~l > ~}
If S = A = 0 then output nil
If [S[ > JAr > 1 then output actuator j* = argmaxjA
If [A[ > [S[ > 1 then output sensor i* = argmax,S
t ~--- t + 1

Loop

Figure 3: Parity-based algorithm for diagnosis.

yl(t) = ~l(t) + ~2(t)
y~(t) = x3(t)

The parity functions generated by CLP(R) are 
follows.

fl(t)

f2(t)
g~(t)

g~(t)

= --2ul(t -- 2) ul(t -- 1) + u2(t -- 1)
--yl(t) + 2yl(t -- 

= ul(t -- 1) + u2(t -- 1) -- y2(t) + y2(t 1)

= ul(t -- 2) + 0.5 yl(t) yl( t-- 1)

--0.5 y2(t) 0.5 y2(t -- 1)

= u2(t-- 2)-- 0.5 yl(t) + yl(t-- 1)
+0.5 y2(t) -- 1.5 y2(t-- 1) + y~(t-- 2)

(a) Sensor Observation

yl
y2 -*--- ..... ,,,,

.......... tit, v.i. _,,,.~ .....
0 20 40 60 80 100

Time

Figure 4: Sensor fault: (a) Output with sensor fault,
(b) Diagnosis versus actual fault

We simulated the control system with the initial
state, (Xl(0) -- 1, x2(0) -- 1, x3(0) -- 1) and 
control (ul(t) = 1,u2(t) -1). i fault in an actu-
ator or a sensor is considered to be a multiplicative
random gain between zero and one. Fig. 4(a) shows
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the observed system output where the second sensor
fails throughout the time interval (10,40), and the first
sensor fails throughout the interval (60,90). Fig. 4(b)
shows the diagnosis and the actual fault. The fig-
ure shows a good monitoring capability; diagnosis in-
stantly tracks the fault at the time the fault begins. As
the fault ends, the normal diagnosis is restored with a
slight delay. The delay is due to the dependence of the
parity relations not only on current observation but
also on previous ones. Similar performance is obtained
for faulty actuators. Fig. 5(a) shows the observed sys-
tem input where the first actuator fails throughout the
time interval (10,40), and the second actuator fails
throughout the interval (60,90). Fig. 5(b) shows 
diagnosis and the actual fault. Unlike sensor faults,
the actuator faults are not detected instantly but only
after some dely. The detection delay for actuator fault
is caused by the time lag in their parity functions.

(a) Actuator Observation
1 :::::::::: , ========== == =======;============= ==’-=’-; == = ==’--"--’== ====]

0 ~4
/ v /

-I ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ¯ ’ ~,,,,,,,,I
0 20 40 60 80 100

Time

(b) Faulty Actuator

0 20 40 60 80 I00
Time

Figure 5: Actuator fault: (a) Input with actuator fault,
(b) Diagnosis versus actual fault

Concluding Remarks
We presented two multimodal reasoning formula-
tions for model-based diagnosis: one using relational
databases and the other using contraint logic program-
ming. The first is a relational database formulation of
an algorithm SAB (El Fattah & Dechter 1995) for diag-
nosing tree-structured circuits. This formulation uses
SQL to perform the minimization and the join oper-
ations in SAB and has the advantage of eliminating
the need for pointers and the top-down step. Using
SQL to perform the consistency and the minimization
inferences in SAB improves the naturalness of express-
ing those inferences and may contribute to run-time
efficiency. The second is a constraint-based represen-
tation of linear dynamical systems and a logic-based
formulation of the construction of parity relations. We
have given a constraint logic programming formulation
for computing the parity relations as a projection oper-
ation on a set of linear constraints. We have described
a parity based single-fault diagnosis algorithm. The al-

gorithm is feasible for real-time applications, since par-
ity relations are computed in a pre-processing phase
and the main real-time task consists of checking the
consistency of a set of linear constraints. The results
on a simulated example shows that our algorithm can
detect and identify, with minimum delay, single sensor
and actuator faults
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